PRAYER FOR THE SWIFT REBIRTH
OF DUDjom SANGYE PEMa SHEPA RINPOChe

By Khenpo Yeshe Sangpo Rinpoche

SANG GYAY KÜN GO PEMa T'HÖ T'HRENG TSAL
実在諸佛蓮花生大士
Embodiment of all Buddhas, Pema T’hö T’hreng Tsal,

GANG DUL TSHEN PER ZHAY PA DRO DUL GYI
顯現相好隨化度眾生
Tamer of beings blossoming with the marks and signs of Buddhahood,

TRUL PAY RIK DZIN GYAL KÜN T'HRIN LAY PAL
化身持明諸佛事業者
Nirmanakaya vidyadhara accomplishing the glorious wisdom activity of all Buddhas,

DRUB PAY DÉ PÖN CHHOK LA SOL WA DEB
成就之勝主宰我祈請
To you, supreme guide of beings, I pray.
Please hold me with your compassion and remain inseparable from me in this life, the bardo, and my future lives –

May I become awakened in the expanse of timeless awareness!

This grief-stricken lament welled forth spontaneously and was written down by the one who merely holds the name of one of His disciples, the ragged practitioner who sits at the end of the row, Yeshe Sangpo.